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**Description**: Minia City has many ancient valuable palaces and historical residential buildings. This valuable architectural and urban heritage is exposed to harmful changes and even demolition by their owners. The city will gradually lose important part of their architectural and urban heritage which could be on the contrary added to its tourism capabilities. There is a little documented information of ancient Minia palaces that could be reached by architects, urban designers, city planners, researchers and local people. So, the main intention in this research was to design a dynamic internet site as a tool for documenting and promoting the sustainable conservation of the architectural and urban heritage of Mina city. The intended site was designed and developed using web-based database technologies. Actually, two programming languages were used; SQL and ASP. The website includes five programming modules; General Information, Visual Library, Search Engine, Urban Forum and Administration Module. Finally, the researcher hopes that the website will be at the long run the base, the communication medium for public participation and the reflecting mirror for any sound sustainable conservation policies of architectural and urban heritage conducted by the local authorities in Minia city.
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